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The menu of Starbucks from Aurora includes 10 meals. On average, meals or drinks on the menu cost about
$4.3. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What User likes about Starbucks:

I can find myself in this place a few times in the week. as a small entrepreneur it is nice to find a place to do my
emails and so. the personal here is incredible! collaboration should reward these employees. read more. In
pleasant weather you can even eat and drink in the outdoor area. What User doesn't like about Starbucks:

terrible. I'll pay $9 for a coffee, and you'll give me the half of my drink? I am so sick that diets all about money
and absolutely terrible quality of drinks. where is the rest of my drink I didn't get? read more. At Starbucks from

Aurora, there are scrumptious sandwiches, healthy salads and other snacks for quick hunger in between, as well
as hot and cold drinks, Furthermore, the light and healthy menus in the specialty list are among the most popular

dishes of the visitors. If you want to have breakfast, a hearty brunch awaits you, The customers of the
restaurant also consider the large selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the establishment offers.
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Snack�
VANILLA BISCOTTI WITH ALMONDS $2.0

Ho� drink�
MACCHIATO

Snack� &amp;amp; Sweet�
MADELEINES $2.9

Lunc�
TOMATO MOZZARELLA SANDWICH
LUNCH $6.9

CHICKEN CAPRESE SANDWICH
LUNCH $8.0

Baker�
SPROUTED GRAIN VEGAN BAGEL $2.7

EVERYTHING BAGEL $2.7

Coffe�
CARAMEL MACCHIATO

COFFEE

Ho� Breakfas�
BACON, GOUDA, EGG BREAKFAST
SANDWICH $5.2

REDUCED-FAT TURKEY BACON
CAGE FREE EGG WHITE
SANDWICH

$5.0

Yogur� & Custar�
SIGGI'S YOGURT CUP 0% VANILLA $3.2

STRAWBERRY OVERNIGHT GRAINS $5.0

Ingredient� Use�
CARAMEL

MILK
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